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RETAIL MYTHS 

 

The celebration of the birth of children and seasonal events such as Christmas have become dominated by retail 

commercialisation, often based upon myth. However some of the claims of myth may themselves be mythical or 

incorrect. 

 

 

FATHER CHRISTMAS 

 

In Europe since the Middle Ages, St.Nicholas has been commemorated on 06 December and on the previous 

evening simple gifts (usually biscuits, nuts or dried fruit) were traditionally given to children who had been "good" 

and punishment by the Krampus (or devil) threatened for those who were naughty. The 16th century Lutheran 

church encouraged the custom of giving gifts to be moved to 25 December, but was only partly successful, 

whereas the Anglican church abandoned 06 December altogether in the 1540s. In the USA, Christmas became 

the principal celebration only in the 1820s. 

 

Father Christmas first appeared in England in the late 17th century as a personification of feasting at Christmas, 

after two decades when celebration had been forbidden by the Puritans. Both the personality and the celebration 

were concerned with adult feasting on shared food and drink, especially produce preserved from the autumn 

harvest and saved for winter. Only from the mid 19th century did children become the focus of attention and the 

recipients of more significant gifts. Perhaps influenced by US custom, Father Christmas became the bearer of 

gifts, his traditional long green gown changed to red and his hood became trimmed with fur. 

 

In the USA the St.Nicholas tradition had developed into the myth of Santa Claus, whose now accepted 

appearance of a fat, jolly man with a beard and a hat, bearing gifts, was established in a political cartoon of the 

1860s and then promoted by New York department stores. It is a recent myth that the red costume of Santa Claus 

was created by Coca Cola in the 1920s, although its advertising may have been responsible for the trousers, 

buckled belt, long boots and white fur trimming to hat and jacket, rather than the original long gown and hood. 

 

The mid-winter custom of bringing indoors a conifer tree and decorating it originated in the eastern Baltic region 

in the 15th century and was later adopted as a German Lutheran tradition. The Hanoverian royal family of England 

introduced the tree to their Christmas celebration in 1800 and the private custom continued within the family, 

becoming popularised among wealthy society after Victoria's marriage to Albert. It is a myth that the tree was first 

introduced by Albert. 

 

 

VALENTINE 

 

There were two 3rd century Christian martyrs named Valentine, both of whom are commemorated on 14 February. 

One of them was imprisoned for perfoming weddings for soldiers, who were forbidden to marry. In England this 

legend became associated with romantic love during the 14th century, perhaps because of a line in a poem by 

Chaucer which connected the saint's day with choosing a mate. Early in the following century the French royal 

court established the date as a celebration of love, with songs, poems and dancing. 

 

 In 18th century England the date then evolved into an occasion for presenting flowers, confectionery and 

greetings cards and the introduction of the postal system in the early 19th century firmly established the tradition 

of sending cards. The English card tradition was imported into the USA in the late 1840s. 

 

 

MOTHER'S DAY 

 

Since the 16th century, the fourth Sunday in Lent has been observed as a day when believers return to their 

"mother church", where they were baptised (or to their local parish church). This became known as "Mothering 

Sunday", but referring to the Church as mother, not to their birth parent, and has been particularly retained within 

the Anglican church, around the world. 
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In 1905 a single memorial service for a mother in West Virginia developed into a national campaign for a "Mother's 

Day" on the second Sunday in May. By 1911 the date was observed in every state and in 1914 it was declared a 

national holiday across the USA. 

 

Mother's Day is now observed around the world on various dates in almost every month, but with the majority 

during May and most of those on the second Sunday in May, as in the USA. In many Islamic countries the date 

corresponds with the Spring equinox (21 March), in eastern Europe with International Women's Day (08 March), 

while the fourth Sunday in Lent is now only observed in Britain, Ireland and Nigeria. 

 

Father's Day has been observed on St.Joseph's Day (19 March) since the Middle Ages, but now also around the 

world on various dates in almost every month, but with the majority during June and most of those on the third 

Sunday in June, as in the USA. The US holiday was first proposed in 1910, in response to Mother's Day. However 

congressional concerns about commercialisation prevented formal national recognition until 1966 and legal status 

in 1972. Father's Day was only reluctantly adopted in Britain, and without any official status, following US influence 

in the later part of the 20th century. 

 

Commercialisation of the observance of both days had already become controversial by the early 1920s, with 

retailers heavily promoting greetings cards and gifts. The establishment of Father's Day in France (for example) 

has been recognised as having originated solely for commercial reasons. 

 

 

EASTER BUNNY 

 

The Easter Bunny is a hare, not a rabbit. The hare (but equally the rabbit) has been a symbol of fertility since 

ancient times and later became associated with the Virgin Mary. The egg is also a symbol of fertility and has long 

been used to celebrate the arrival of Spring, while Easter is named after the Saxon goddess of Spring and fertility 

(as is also oestrogen, the female reproductive hormone).  

 

Since early Christian times, eggs have been decorated and used as a symbol of feasting to celebrate the end of 

Lent and from the late 17th century a German Lutheran tradition developed in which an Easter hare brought 

decorated eggs for the children at Easter. The first chocolate Easter eggs were made by confectioner JS Fry in 

1873, in Bristol, England. 

 

 

PINK and BLUE 

 

Ironically this is a myth which turns out to be true. Towards the end of the 20th century it was frequently said that 

"pink for girls and blue for boys" were colours that had been determined by New York department stores and that 

the opposite was the original tradition. 

 

In fact, recent research of contemporary advertising and magazine articles has demonstrated that the opposite 

(ie "blue for girls and pink for boys") was itself created by New York retailers and fashion writers and endured to 

a limited extent only between 1889-1941. 

 

Meanwhile the traditional "pink for girls and blue for boys" can be shown to date back to the beginning of the 19th 

century and has been continuously applied since then, all over the world. 
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